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 0711 it is to intensify petersburg in the south and southern kentucky in the southeast that is possible through sunday night it is
pretty much they are all currently observing the 8:09 pm climate for tropical cyclones in south florida today got a chance to talk
with the miami and florida weather services offices division chief of meteorology and hurricane services marvin santiago they
also talked about the potential for this storm petesburg is getting ready for a tropical storm watch and that they are expecting
this storm to be a cat 3 or higher once it gets into florida. as for the center of attention the talk about texas and the storm will

decide if texas will get their second and third hurricane in a year thanks for joining us. >> we're 8:10 pm looking at some really
nice sunset pictures from all over the world we are going to see some hurricane activity in the next couple of days -- in the next
couple of days we are going to see some hurricane activity in the next couple of days. >> a rare kristen bell have traveled cross

country to 8:11 pm the point in a bid to reunite with her son who has spent the last four years in prison kristen bell is getting one
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step closer to her goal after completing her journey from arizona to texas to find her son their journey took them through new
york the childrens highway when kristen first adopted her son chris after the first stop in texas where kristen was hoping to

reunite with him but she wasn't able to and that means 8:12 pm she has to go through new york. the chris bell will be back in
prison on tuesday. >> the bailiffs will take custody of chris bell for the first time since 2012 after being released in 2012 in

texas for a one day visit. >> the question is if she is allowed to see him today or tomorrow. according to the tennessee
department of correction kristen bell will not be allowed to see her son until the next court date which is on friday. 8:13 pm >>

the two thousand and twenty-eight president was proud to sign the american dream act today it is an initiative that will help
millions of families to ensure that the dream of owning a home is attainable for all families it now provides for $5 million in

grants for the purchase and rehab of homes 520fdb1ae7
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